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Across the Line

1

In the Preface to Will to Power, Nietzsche describes himself as
‘‘Europe’s first absolute nihilist who, however, has already lived
through nihilism within himself—leaving it behind, beneath, outside
himself.’’1

He then notes that his work announces a cautionary movement,
which ‘‘in some future or other’’ will abolish this absolute nihilism,
even while presupposing that it is necessary.

Although more than sixty years have passed since these thoughts
were conceived, they still excite us as statements that concern our des-
tiny. Meanwhile, they have been filled with content, with life lived,
with deeds and sufferings. The spiritual adventure was confirmed and
reprised in reality.

When we look back at that statement from our present standpoint it
seems to express an optimism that later observers lack. Nihilism is not
considered an end, but rather as a phase in a comprehensive spiritual
process, a phase which culture in its historical course, but also the indi-
vidual in his personal existence, can leave behind and be done with, or
perhaps even overgrow, like a scab.

Later observers, as I mentioned, will not share this favorable progno-
sis. Proximity to the massif only renders its details clearer, not its scale.
Furthermore, within the full development of active nihilism, what is in
the foreground of the decline is too stark to allow room for considera-

1. See Will to Power, Preface, §3, Kritische Studien Ausgabe (Berlin: De
Gruyter, 1990), 13: 11 [411], 190.
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70 Across the Line

tions that transcend the nightmare world. Fire, terror, suffering domi-
nate, if only for a while. Admittedly, the spirit is unable to carry out the
insight in the thrall of catastrophe; and there is barely any comfort in
this insight. What good could it do to tell the Trojans, at the moment
when the palaces of Ilium fell, that Aeneas would found a new empire?
On either side of catastrophes, we may direct our view to the future and
investigate the ways that lead there—yet in their maelstrom the present
reigns.

2

Twenty years earlier, Dostoevsky finished his story Raskolnikov, which
appeared in the Russian Messenger in 1886.2 For a long time, this cre-
ation has rightly been seen as another major source for understanding
nihilism. The object of consideration is exactly the same as in The Will
to Power; the difference, on the other hand, is the perspective of the
observer. The German’s eye is directed to the spiritual and constructive
standard of measurement, and a feeling of daring, of higher adventures
accompanies his view. The Russian, on the other hand, considers the
moral and theological content. Nietzsche mentions Dostoevsky briefly
and can only have been acquainted with a portion of his work, above
all with its psychology, that is, he was fascinated by the masterly
technique.

Both authors have been compared several times to Napoleon. A par-
ticular work of Walter Schubart does this most thoroughly.3 The com-
parison is obvious, since in The Will to Power as well as in Raskolnikov
the reference to Napoleon plays a meaningful role. The great individual
freed from the last shackles of the eighteenth century is seen on the one
hand in the light, on the other in the shadows—here relishing a new,

2. Jünger consistently refers to Dostoevsky’s Crime and Punishment as
‘‘Raskolnikov.’’ The Russian Messenger was a journal published intermittently
throughout the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. In addition to Crime and Punish-
ment, it also published Dostoevsky’s The Idiot, The Possessed, and The Brothers
Karamazov.

3. Walter Schubart (1897–1941), Dostojevski und Nietzsche: Symbolik ihres
Lebens (Luzern: Vita Nova, 1939). In this work, Schubart understood the religious
dimensions of Dostoevski’s works as a counterbalance to Nietzsche’s atheism.
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Across the Line 71

turbulent power, and there in a suffering inseparable from this power.
Both processes are complementary, like photographic positive and neg-
ative exposures representing spiritual reality.

It ought to be seen as a favorable sign that both authors agree in their
prognoses. With Dostoevsky, the prognosis is also optimistic; he does
not see in nihilism a final, deadly stage. He regards it rather as curable,
and indeed as curable through suffering. The fate of Raskolnikov offers
in miniature a preview of the great transformation in which millions
participated. Here too one has the impression that nihilism is conceived
as a necessary stage, intrinsic to a movement directed toward particular
ends.

3

The question that intrudes immediately upon every judgment of the
situation, in every conversation and every private musing about the
future, concerns what point the movement has since reached. Admit-
tedly, the answer will continually be open to argument, however it
might be formulated and supported. The reason is that it depends less
on the facts of the matter than on the overall attunement toward and
perspective on life. This makes the question revealing again, in a differ-
ent and more compelling way.

The optimism, or even the pessimism, of such a response is entwined
in proofs, but is not based upon them. It is a matter of differences of
degree; for optimism, the power of persuasion rests in profundity, for
proof, in clarity. Optimism can reach levels where the future is slumber-
ing and fecund. In this case one encounters it as a knowledge that
reaches more deeply than the authority of facts—and that can even
create facts. Its center of gravity lies in character rather than in the
world. This sort of optimism is intrinsically valuable, in so far as its
supporters are animated by the will, the hope, and even the promise of
enduring the eddies of history and its dangers. This is not negligible.

4

Pessimism should not be looked at as the contrary to this optimism.
Catastrophe is surrounded by pessimistic currents, in particular, cur-
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72 Across the Line

rents of cultural pessimism. Pessimism can be expressed, as with Bur-
ckhardt, as disgust in the face of what one sees coming—then one shifts
one’s eyes toward more beautiful, although past, images.4 Then there
are shifts to optimism, as with Bernanos—the light flares up when the
darkness is complete.5 The absolute superiority of the enemy is pre-
cisely what speaks against it. Finally, there is a pessimism that,
although knowing that the bar has been lowered, considers greatness to
be possible even on the new level, and especially prizes the tenacity of
those who remain at their post even though all is lost. Therein lie
Spengler’s merits.

The contrary to optimism, extraordinarily common today, is much
rather defeatism. One no longer has anything to set against what he
sees coming, neither in the way of values nor in the way of inner power.
In this mood, panic finds nothing to resist it; it spreads like a whirlwind.
The cruelty of the enemy, the fearsomeness of his methods, appears to
increase in the same measure in which weakness grows in man. At last,
terror surrounds him like an element. In this condition, the rumor of
nihilism already wears him down, preparing him for his ruin. Greedily,
fear seizes him, increasing terror without measure, ever on the hunt for
him.

‘‘Have you heard of Holofernes’ latest atrocity?’’ one citizen asks
another by way of greeting in Hebbel’s Judith.6 The piece generally fits
well with the mood of nihilistic rumor that accompanies terrifying fig-
ures like Nebuchadnezzar and his methods. Holofernes is said to think
himself merciful when the embers of a single city are enough for him
to polish his sword and roast his dinner. ‘‘It’s fortunate that the walls
and towers have no eyes! They would collapse before such horrors, if
they could see them.’’

This then provokes the hubris of those with power. For all powers
who wish to spread fear, the nihilistic insinuation is the most forceful
means of propaganda. It works no less for inspiring terror within as it

4. Jacob Burckhardt (1818–1897), a German art historian whose work especially
influenced Nietzsche’s understanding of the superiority of Greek antiquity to
modernity.

5. Georges Bernanos (1888–1948), a French Catholic author opposed to liberal-
ism and the rise of the bourgeoisie in France, which he believed had led to France’s
moral and political decline.

6. Christian Friedrich Hebbel (1813–1863), a German poet and dramatist.
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Across the Line 73

does for terror directed externally. The former is above all anxious to
proclaim the superior strength that society possesses over the individ-
ual. It must first of all bring itself to consciousness morally: ‘‘The peo-
ple is all; you are nothing,’’ and at the same time it must always be
present to the mind as a physical threat, as total spatial and temporal
proximity of deprivation and liquidation. In this situation fear performs
even better than force; rumors are more valuable than facts. The inde-
terminate is more menacing. For this reason the apparatus of fear is
readily hidden, and its sites are moved into the wilderness.

States mutually threaten one another with the other, external terror;
to them it depends on a gorgon-like effect, on that unholy aura that
weapons emanate when displayed from a distance—even if they are
only suspected. Here too they bank on a fear that must grow to visions
of apocalypse. They must make the enemy believe that they are capable
of bringing about the collapse of worlds. An initial example is the pro-
paganda that preceded the launching of flying bombs against England,
which resembled the dark harbinger of cosmic disaster.

Meanwhile, the methods have been strengthened, both in scope and
in refinement. They must show that one possesses unlimited power, and
that one is not afraid to unleash it in conflict. In this contest one strives
for a pairing of physical and ideological superiority that must radiate to
the furthest borders, even if no actions are underway. They are scarcely
even desirable—in such situations wars can resemble enormous traffic
accidents that everyone tries to avoid. Cases are therefore possible, in
which one of the partners is no longer able to sustain the tension and
breaks apart without recourse to external force. Those stages in particu-
lar that are called a war of nerves aim at this effect. This sort of break-
down, as Sartre has described in Le Sursis, always presupposes a sum
of individual breakdowns.7 The state becomes hollow not only in its
leaders, but above all in its anonymous layers. The individual is
embraced by and succumbs to the spell of nihilistic tension. It is there-
fore valuable to investigate what behavior can be recommended to him
in this challenge. His interiority is after all the genuine forum of this

7. Le Sursis (The Reprieve) is a novel by Jean-Paul Sartre published in 1945
concerning the eight days prior to the Munich Agreement and the consequent take-
over of Czekoslovakia in 1938. It is the second installment of his trilogy Les che-
mins de la liberté (The Roads to Freedom).
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74 Across the Line

world; and his decision is more important than that of dictators and
those with power. It is their presupposition.

5

In the meantime, before we turn to this problem, there are some prepa-
ratory diagnostic remarks to make. The concept of nihilism is, at pres-
ent, not only one of the least settled and most controversial. It is also
used in a polemical sense. One must however sense nihilism as a grand
destiny, a fundamental power whose influence no one can avoid.

Close together with the invasive character of nihilism is the fact that
it is impossible to be touched by the Absolute, if one disregards sacri-
fice. Here there are no saints. Neither are there perfect works of art.
Likewise, one finds no supreme thought by which things are ordered,
although there is no lack of plans; the princely form of men is lacking.
Even in morals one recognizes a provisional character, which in The
Worker we called the character of the factory. Morally, we are
instructed either by the past or by something still uncertain, something
that is coming to be. Therein lies the conflict, and in particular the
confusing language of rights.

A good definition of nihilism would be comparable to discovering
the causes of cancer. It would not mean a cure, but rather its require-
ments, as far as individuals in general cooperate in them. Indeed, it is
about a process that spreads far beyond history.

If we consult both masters introduced at the outset, we find in Nietz-
sche the view that nihilism is the expression of the devaluation of the
highest values. In this state, he calls nihilism normal, but as a transi-
tional state, pathological—a good distinction, implying that one can
behave sensibly in what concerns one’s current state. This is not the
case concerning the past and the future; here, the meaningless and the
hopeless obtrude. The decline of values is above all the decline of
Christian values; it corresponds to the impossibility of bringing forth
higher types, or even conceiving of them, and flows into pessimism.
This pessimism develops into nihilism when hierarchy, at first disillu-
sioning, comes to be treated with hatred and rejected. There remain
only the values of judgment, and therefore of critique: the weak are
broken by them, while the stronger destroy what does not break, and
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Across the Line 75

the strongest overcome the values of judgment and exceed them. Nihil-
ism can be as much a sign of the weakness as of the strength. It is the
expression of the uselessness of the other world, not however of the
world and of existence in general. Great growth brings with it immense
damage and loss, and in this respect, nihilism’s appearing as the most
extreme form of pessimism can be a favorable sign.

For Dostoevsky, nihilism becomes effective in the isolation of the
individual, in his exit from community, which is essentially a religious
communion. Active nihilism prepares itself like an eruption, as in the
weeks Raskolnikov spends alone in his coffin-like chamber. It leads to
an increase in physical and spiritual power at the expense of well-being.
It can culminate in a horrific death, as is described in the fate of the
student Hippolyte in The Idiot. It may even conclude with suicide, as
with Smerdyakov in the Karamazovs, with Stavrogin in the Devils, or
with Svidrigailov in Crime and Punishment, as one also fears in the
case of Ivan Karamazov and with many others. In the best case it will
lead to healing, when after a public confession of guilt one reenters the
community. Through purification in the inferno or in The House of the
Dead, one can attain a higher level than before entering into nihilism.

The inherent affinities between both conceptions are undeniable.
They advance in the same three phases: from doubt to pessimism, from
there to actions in valueless and godless space, and then to new fulfill-
ment. This allows us to conclude that we are seeing one and the same
reality, although from quite distant points.

6

The difficulty in defining nihilism lies in the fact that it is impossible
for the spirit to gain a representation of Nothing. It approaches the zone
in which intuition as well as knowledge wither: the two great means by
which it is directed. One makes of Nothing neither image nor concept.

Thus is nihilism placed in relation only to the outer belt of nothing,
to the margins of Nothing, but never to the basic power itself. In a
similar way one can experience dying, but not death. While immediate
contact with Nothing is indeed conceivable, swift annihilation must fol-
low, as if a spark jumped from the Absolute. Malraux and Bernanos
occasionally describe it, mostly in connection with sudden suicide.
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76 Across the Line

There is a moment of certainty that existence has become impossible—
then the heartbeat, the circulation, the secretion of the kidneys, proceed
as meaninglessly as the ticking of a clock to a corpse. Then a gruesome
putrefaction would be the consequence. Stavrogin foresees this con-
cerning his stay in Switzerland and chooses the rope. He already antici-
pates the dangers bound up with safeguarding basic security.

The particulars of annihilation are not only described in literature but
also exhibited. The artist does not just choose destruction as his theme;
he identifies with it himself. It penetrates his language, his colors. That
is the difference between a literature of pure revulsion and naturalism,
in which optimism still rules in spite of all the ugly objects.

7

To get an image of nihilism, one does well first of all to eliminate
phenomena that appear in its culture or its wake, and which are there-
fore readily mixed up with it. They are above all what give the word a
polemical sense. Among them number the three great domains, of ill-
ness, of evil, and of chaos.

Beginning with the third, it is not difficult for us today, as a result of
hard-won experience, to grasp the difference between the nihilistic and
the chaotic. It is however important, since one has to decide between
chaos and Nothing.

It has been shown that nihilism can harmonize with vast systems of
order, which is even the rule when it is active and its power deployed.
Order is a favorable substrate for nihilism; nihilism refashions order
for its purposes. Provided merely that order is abstract and thus
intellectual—here in the first place belongs the developed state with its
officials and apparatchiks, and above all at a time when sustaining ideas
with their nomos and ethos have been lost or are in decay, although
they are perhaps still alive in the foreground, more visible than ever.
Then, one only considers what ought to be actualized, a condition to
which there corresponds a species of journalistic historical writing.

Strictly linked with this development, in which the state becomes the
nihilistic object, is the appearance of mass urban parties, as rational as
they are passionate. In the case of their followers, they can become so
similar to the state that it is difficult to distinguish between them. The
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Across the Line 77

victorious power in a civil war constructs organs that correspond to
those of the state, which infiltrate it, or leech off it. Finally there arise
deformities.

Something quite similar can be observed in armies, that they become
all the more fit for nihilistic action the more the old nomos, which it
conceives as tradition, fades. In the same way, the pure character of
order and instrumentality must grow, and as a result the possibility for
anyone whose hand is on the lever to use the army arbitrarily.

Because armies always preserve in themselves ancient elements, the
evolution will be less rending where the army serves as a means for
change. Even when they intervene in politics, represented by generals,
their chances for success are less than when mass parties drive things.
The propensity to encumber the movement with old personages and
values endangers the pace of nihilistic action. One could posit the
maxim that in such a situation a general must either be entirely superior
like Caesar, or totally insignificant.

Above all, technical order is suitable for any promotion and subordi-
nation, although precisely by this subordination it alters the powers that
serve it by making them into workers. Technical order simulates the
necessary measure of emptiness to which any content can be given.
This is equally true of the organizations that attach themselves to it—
federations, groups, health insurance plans, trade unions and others.
They are all arranged for pure functioning, whose ideal seems to be
that one need only to ‘‘press the button’’ or ‘‘flip the switch.’’ They
therefore adapt themselves without any transition to apparently oppos-
ing powers. Quite early on, Marxism saw a favorable medium in devel-
oping capitalist trusts and monopolies. With increasing automatism
armies gain an insect-like perfection. They fight on in situations that
older styles of warfare would consider criminal. Then the conqueror
recruits troops from them under a new banner. Indeed, loyalty will not
be very meaningful, when compulsion is refined to a science.

Similarly, one sees that individuals fall more easily under the sway
of any powers, the more they absorb the elements of order. One is
familiar with the reproaches that are raised against officials, judges,
generals, and teachers. They are directed against a drama that returns
as soon as it comes to a revolution. Indeed, one cannot turn the elements
of society into pure functions and expect that their ethos will remain.
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78 Across the Line

The virtue of the functionary is that he functions, and it is good when
in quieter times one harbors no illusions about this point.

This may be enough to indicate that nihilism can in fact harmonize
with vast worlds of order, and that it even needs them in order to
become active on a large scale. Chaos is first observable when nihilism
comes to fail in one of its constellations. Even within catastrophes it is
informative how far, indeed how even almost to the last, the elements
of order remain. That shows perhaps that order is not only compatible
with nihilism, but composes its style.

Chaos, therefore, is at most a consequence of nihilism, and not even
the worst one. It remains crucial to understand how much genuine anar-
chy is hidden in chaos, and with it, how much wild fecundity. It is to
be sought in individuals and in society, but not in the wreckage into
which the state fragments. The aphorisms in Zarathustra directed
against the ‘‘draconian State,’’ and in particular the idea of the eternal
return, are clearly suggestions that for Nietzsche nihilism has not pene-
trated into the depths.8 The anarchist will often have a relation to the
perfect and the good, and in his best instance he resembles more the
first than the ‘‘last man’’; the nihilist will even regard him immediately
as an opponent as soon as he comes to dominate.9 In the Spanish Civil
War there was even an anarchist group that was equally persecuted by
the Reds and the Whites.10

Let us conceive of the difference between chaos and anarchy as the
difference between the disorder of the uninhabited and the disorder of
the living. Desert and primeval forest would be models. In this sense
chaos is not necessary for the nihilist; it is not a place on which he
depends. Still less does anarchy suit him. It would disrupt the strict
sequence by which he moves. The same is true of intoxication. Even in
places where nihilism shows its most uncanny features, as in the great
sites of physical annihilation, sobriety, hygiene and strict order rule to
the end.

8. See Thus Spoke Zarathustra Book I.1: ‘‘The Three Metamorphoses.’’
9. See Thus Spoke Zarathustra, Prologue, §5.

10. During the Spanish Civil War (1936–1939) the Republican or Loyalist fac-
tion was known as ‘‘the Reds,’’ while Franco’s Nationalist party was known as ‘‘the
Whites.’’
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Across the Line 79

8

Similarly, one must address the opinion that nihilism is a disease with
caution. With a bit of observation, one will find that physical health is
connected with it—above all, where it is vigorously at work. With pas-
sive nihilism it is different. The dialectical play of increasing sensitivity
and increasingly powerful actions that move our age is based upon it.
Primarily, one cannot maintain that nihilism is based upon disease, nor
even upon decadence, although both are certainly found there in
abundance.

If one considers the immense efforts of work and of will that the
active nihilist demands of himself, his disdain for pity and pain, the
fluctuations from high to low temperatures to which he exposes him-
self, and the cult of the body and its worldly powers that one ordinarily
finds in him, one must admit that he has received the gift of good
health. And in fact one can discover that he has established a level of
performance that he demands of himself and others absolutely. In this,
he is not unlike the Jacobin who can be considered one of his
precursors.

Nevertheless, it is peculiar that such Cyclopes and Titans emerge in
a world in which caution is increasing in the extreme, and where one
wants to avoid even the slightest draft. Meanwhile, in the welfare state,
with its entitlements, health insurance, safety nets and narcotics, one
sees types emerging, whose skin is tanned like leather and whose skele-
ton seems to be of iron. It may be that these are complementary figures,
in the sense of color theory; the general weakening of nerve requires it.
One inquires about their schools, about what has shaped them. They
are surely diverse.

In the first place, one can recognize the school of civil war—the life
of the political nihilists and social revolutionaries, the camps and pris-
ons, Siberia. With them also belong, like a mirror image, the dispos-
sessed, the degraded, the disgraced, escapees from the waves of terror,
purges and liquidations. One sees here the one and there the other tri-
umphant, or even, as in Spain, at a stalemate. What is common in all
these encounters is their complete mercilessness. The adversary is no
longer seen as a man; he stands outside the law.

The material battles of the First World War form the other source. It
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80 Across the Line

brought forth a man of iron and with him a new style of action and a
series of frontist movements, which the failed policy confronted help-
lessly. One can foresee that the Second World War, in particular in
Germany and Russia, will produce persons similarly formed. In the
experience, the knowledge of those years spent in the East, including
the fate of prisoners, there lies a still uninvestigated chapter of pain, the
authentic currency of our age.

Finally, important in this connection is that special type of work
called sport. It manifests the aspiration not just to normalize a higher
degree of physical health, but to enter the record books at the limits of
the possible, even to exceed them. In alpine skiing, flying, ski jumping,
there are demands that surpass the human and an automatism preceded
by deadening. Such records raise the bar over and over again. This
process even translates to the workplace; it produces those worker-
heroes who master twenty times over the work quota of a single
exploited worker of 1913.

Considered from this point of view, one cannot blame illness, deca-
dence or morbidezza for this development. Instead, one sees men appear
who go their way like iron machines, indifferent even when the catas-
trophe breaks them. Admittedly, the spectacle remains rather strange,
in which currents of activity and passivity touch, while the plankton
sinks to the bottom and sharks rise up—on the one hand, the most
tender impressionism, on the other, explosive action; on the one hand,
subtle and pained understanding, on the other, will and excessive devel-
opment of power.

All this also plays out in literature, even earlier, and in fact with more
uniformity and clarity than its contemporaries suspect. The great theme
of the last hundred years is nihilism, regardless of whether it enters
discourse in its active or passive forms. In this respect it is irrelevant to
the value of the work whether it is by weakness or power: they are
variations in one and the same play. In authors as different as Verlaine,
Proust, Trakl, Rilke, and even in Lautréamont, Nietzsche, Rimbaud, and
Barrès, much is nevertheless the same. The work of Joseph Conrad is
noteworthy for the way resignation and action are kept in balance and
rigorously intertwined. But pain is present in one as in another, and
probably courage as well. The great turning point lies in the fact that
annihilation is first felt in suffering. Often this brings an ultimate
beauty, like the first frost in forests, and a refinement that is unavailable
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to classical ages. Then the theme shifts into resistance; it poses the
question of how a person faced with annihilation, can endure in the
wake of nihilism. That is the change that includes us; it is the concern
of our literature. One could cite countless names—for example, to name
a few, Wolfe, Faulkner, Malraux, T. E. Lawrence, René Quinton, Ber-
nanos, Hemingway, Saint-Exupéry, Kafka, Spengler, Benn, Monther-
lant and Graham Greene. The experimental is common to all of them, a
provisional attitude and awareness of the dangerous situation, the great
menace, two traits that determine style over and above languages, peo-
ples, and empires—for there can be no doubt about the fact that such a
style exists and is not alive only in technology.

One could add that to a comprehensive account of an age belongs
the knowledge of its extreme wings, in the present case therefore
knowledge of the passive as well as the active encounter with Nothing.
This double hold explains the effect that Nietzsche has upon our minds.

9

So much for individuals and their health. Should it be any different
with peoples and races? One should probably answer no, since one
could hardly assert that nihilism is unique to old peoples. A kind of
skepticism lives in them that protects them. On fresh, young trunks
nihilism, once grafted, will assert itself more strongly. It takes over the
primitive, the indifferent, and the uncultivated more powerfully than it
does a world gifted with history, tradition and critical powers. Such
domains will also be more difficult to automate. On the contrary, primi-
tive forces send out shoots into the graft. Thus, one is thrust into a kind
of fever, which grips not only mechanical technology, but also nihilistic
theory. It becomes an ersatz religion. Nineteenth-century professorial
theories become sacrosanct. For reasons of security it is recommended
that today’s tourist understand the point to which the Enlightenment has
advanced in the individual countries he visits, or where it has paused.

If one ever has the opportunity to consider a nihilistic guild from up
close—one does not need to think of a group of bomb-throwers or a
death’s-head regiment, but perhaps a collection of doctors, technicians
or economists, occupied with appropriate questions—then he will
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indeed be able to make several observations, although hardly of a par-
ticular illness.

It is also certain that illness increases. The immense number of doc-
tors already indicates this. There is a nihilistic medicine, whose charac-
teristics lie in the fact that it does not want to heal, but pursues other
ends, and this school spreads. It corresponds to a patient who wishes to
persist in his illness. On the other hand one can speak of a special health
belonging to the sphere of nihilistic phenomena, of a fresh propaganda,
which gives a vivid impression of physical harmlessness. One encoun-
ters it as much in the privileged strata as in the phases of the economic
cycle that are tied to comfort.

Nietzsche was correct, that nihilism is a normal condition, and patho-
logical only when one compares it with values that are no longer or not
yet in effect. As a normal condition it compasses health and illness in
a peculiar manner. In another passage, Nietzsche uses the image of a
lukewarm winter wind, as a result of which, where once one could
travel, soon no one will be able to go any longer. The image is good;
nihilism, in its destructive and future-laden violence, recalls a warm
wind coming down from the mountains. The effect on systems is quite
similar—one paralyzed, another livelier in its wellbeing and spirituality.
One knows that in many lands offenses are judged more mildly, if they
are committed when the warm Alpine wind blows.

10

This leads us to the third distinction, namely, the one that must be
drawn between nihilism and evil. Evil does not need to appear in it—
especially where security is established. When catastrophe threatens,
evil will be the brother of Chaos. It then appears as a secondary phe-
nomenon, like a fire in a theater or the sinking of a ship.

On the other hand, plans and programs for nihilistic action can be
distinguished by good intentions and philanthropy. Often they already
follow as a counterblow to the initial disorders, with the inclination to
save, and nevertheless they only prolong them by aggravating the proc-
esses that have taken shape. This then leads to the fact that the extremes
of right and wrong become almost indistinguishable more so to men of
action than to those who are passive.
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Even with great crimes evil barely appears as a motive; there would
have to be a villain who takes advantage of the nihilistic process.
Natures of this sort are rather disruptive agents. Indifference is more
suitable. Men with past criminal histories who become dangerous are
less disturbing than those types one sees on every street corner and
behind every counter, who have entered into a sort of moral automation.
This points to a drop in the climate. When the weather improves, one
sees the same beings peacefully returning to the usual places. The nihil-
ist is no criminal in the traditional sense, since there would then still
have to be a valid order. For the same reasons, however, crime is irrele-
vant to him; he passes over from moral connection to automatic ones.
Where nihilism becomes the normal condition, the only choice that still
remains for the individual is between kinds of injustice. Nevertheless,
value judgments cannot come from places where one is not yet part of
the process. The new flood will more likely arise from the depths.

If one could address nihilism as a specific evil, the diagnosis would
be more favorable. There are proven remedies against evil. More dis-
turbing is the fusion, indeed the total confusion of good and evil, which
often eludes the sharpest eye.

11

We will not touch upon the highest hope that is contained in this age.
If the words of Hölderlin are true, then salvation must grow in force.
Meaninglessness pales at its first rays.

We are now more captivated by the effects of the change that is
moving forward, unnoticed by the masses. Here perhaps one finds use-
ful indications amid currents of nihilism. It is therefore necessary to
portray the symptoms and not the causes.

In these symptoms one is struck at first glance by an essential charac-
teristic, which one could call reduction. The nihilistic world is in its
essence a reduced and increasingly self-reductive world, which neces-
sarily corresponds to the movement to the null point. The most basic
sentiment that reigns in it is that of reduction and of becoming reduced.
Against it, romanticism no longer prevails, but only echoes a vanished
reality. Profusion dries up; the individual feels himself exploited in
multifarious, not merely economic, ways.
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The reduction can be spatial, intellectual, spiritual; it can touch the
beautiful, the good, the true, economics, health, politics—only in the
end it will always be perceived as a loss. That does not exclude the fact
that it is tied for long stretches to the growing development and disper-
sion of power. We see this above all in the simplification of scientific
theory. It eliminates perspectives at the expense of dimensions. That
procedure leads to chains of conclusions, as one can study rather well
in Darwinism. Characteristic of nihilistic thinking is also the inclination
to reduce the world with its complicated and multifaceted tendencies to
a common denominator. It seems impressive, if only for a little while.
It is taught, since its dialectic is the best means to demolish the oppo-
nent who is without reserves. Then, however, the one attacked also
adopts the methodology. This is the basis for the intellectual pace of
reaction. The means may in certain phases of nihilistic development
become unavoidable; at bottom it remains a sign of reduction.

12

To these signs one can further add the disappearance of the wonderful,
and with it not only the forms of admiration, but also amazement as
source for science disappear. What in this context one calls admiration
or amazement is above all the impression of a figure in the world of
space and number. Then the immense strikes one everywhere—it corre-
sponds to the exact science, which is finally reduced to the mere art
of measurement. Dizziness before the cosmic abyss is an aspect of
nihilism. It can awaken sublimity as in ‘‘Eureka,’’ by E. A. Poe, even
though a particular and specific fear of Nothing will always be con-
nected with it.11

Léon Bloy has already placed the acceleration of movement in strict
correspondence with this kind of fear.12 He traces back the invention of

11. Eureka, subtitled ‘‘An Essay on the Material and Spiritual Universe,’’ was a
prose poem composed by Edgar Allen Poe in 1848. He dedicated it to Alexander
von Humbolt (1769–1859).

12. Léon Bloy (1846–1917) was a French novelist, essayist, and poet. His first
novel, Le Désespéré (1887), was an assault on modern rationalism.
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ever faster machines to the will to flight, to a kind of instinct that alerts
the individual to menaces in the face of which he must perhaps hastily
flee from one part of the earth to another. This then would be the coun-
terpart, the dark side of the will to power: the perception of emptiness
that precedes the typhoon. With every acceleration of movement a
reduction takes place. Similar to rich natural deposits and veins, repose
is excavated and completely transformed into movement.

A related sign one must grasp is the growing tendency toward spe-
cialization, toward separateness and passing over into isolation. This
even occurs in the humanities, where the synoptic talent dwindles
almost completely, just as higher handicraft disappears from the world
of work. Specialization goes so far that the individual only expands
upon a derivative idea, only makes a handle in the assembly line. There
is no lack of theories that seek in specialization the cause of the wither-
ing manifest in personalities; yet the opposite is true, and for this reason
the remedies prescribed for it do not go deeply enough.

This isolation, unsettling to the sciences and to praxis, but which also
accelerates their revolution, corresponds in morality to the relation to
the lower values. The fact that the ‘‘highest values devalue themselves’’
leads to new incursions into the now vacant region. Such attempts may
be carried out in the Church as well as in every other area. A reductive
incursion betrays itself, for example, when God is conceived as ‘‘the
good’’ or where ideas float in a void.

Countless ersatz religions arise, as under a heaven of lesser gods.
One can even say that through the dethroning of the highest values, it
now becomes possible each and every thing to be illuminated and given
meaning in a cult. Not only do the natural sciences enter into this role.
Worldviews and sects prosper; it is an age of apostles without mandates.
Finally, the political parties participate in the apotheosis, and whatever
serves their doctrines and their changing goals becomes divine.

13

We could cite even more fields where the withering is manifest, perhaps
in art or eroticism. It has to do with a process that attacks the whole,
and finally leads to the most diminished, graying or exhausted land-
scapes. In the best case crystallization arises. What is peculiar to this is
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not its novelty. It is rather the way it embraces the entire world. For the
first time we observe nihilism becoming a style.

Often enough, in human history, in individuals and in groups both
small and large, the collapse of immortal hierarchies and its conse-
quences become visible. There have always then existed powerful
reserves at one’s disposal, whether in the elementary world or the edu-
cated world. Untamed ground existed in its fullness, and entire cultures
remained undisturbed. Today a withering seizes the entire world, which
indeed is not merely a withering, but is at the same time an acceleration,
simplification, intensification, and rush toward unknown goals.

When one examines the negative side of reduction, perhaps the most
significant of its characteristics is the reduction of the number to the
figure, or of symbols to the barest relations. It generates the impression
of a desert filled with prayer wheels, circling under the starry heavens.
Incessantly, the measurability of all relations become most important.
One still consecrates, although one no longer believes in transubstantia-
tion. Then one reinterprets it, making it more understandable.

An early type is the dandy; he still has at his disposal the external
dimensions of a culture whose meaning begins to wither away. Prostitu-
tion accompanies this, as sexuality denuded of symbols. It then
becomes not only marketable, but also measurable. The beautiful, esti-
mable in figures, becomes common to all. The most comprehensive
reduction is to pure causality; among its subordinate types counts the
economic treatment of the historical and social world. Little by little all
areas can be brought down to this common denominator, even places
as foreign to causality as the dream.

Here we touch upon the dismantling of taboos, which at first fright-
ens, alienates and perhaps even excites. What has then been enucleated
becomes a matter of course. At first, motorizing hearses is daring; then
it becomes an economic fact. Today as macabre a book as Evelyn
Waugh writes about the Hollywood funeral industry belongs to enter-
tainment literature.13 The daring lies always only at the beginnings. In
the meantime a sort of culmination is produced that robs participation
in the great process of nihilism of its charm.

On what is the discord based that threatens to erode the ground

13. Evelyn Waugh, The Loved One (Boston and Toronto: Little, Brown, and
Company, 1948).
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beneath the radical parties, and which distinguishes so meaningfully the
years after 1945 from those after 1918? The reason is to be supposed in
the fact that we have passed the zero point, not only ideologically, but
also at the core of the ideology. This then brings a new direction of the
spirit and the perception of new phenomena.

14

One can scarcely expect these phenomena to appear in a surprising or
dazzling way. Crossing over the line, the passage of the zero point
divides the drama; it indicates the midpoint, but not the end. Security is
still quite far away. Hope for it will be possible. The barometer reading
improves in spite of external dangers, and that is better than having it
fall, while the appearance of security persists.

It is just as little to be supposed that these phenomena can be under-
stood theologically, if one takes the word in the strict sense. Rather,
one can presume that they will be manifest in every field to which belief
is tied today, and therefore, especially, to the world of figures. And in
fact we recognize that at the boundary where mathematics and the natu-
ral sciences meet, there are powerful changes underway. Astronomical,
physical, biological conceptions are being transformed in a way that
exceeds a mere change of theorems.

Admittedly, we still have not transcended the style of factories,
although an important distinction emerges. The landscape of the factory,
as we understand it, is essentially based upon a comprehensive oblitera-
tion of the old forms in favor of the greater dynamism of the process of
work. The entire world of machines, traffic and war along with their
destructions belongs here. In frightening images, like the burning of
cities, obliteration reaches the highest intensity. Pain is immense, and
nevertheless the form of the age is realized in the midst of the historical
annihilation. Its shadow falls on the plowed earth, on the sacrificial
ground. The contours of something radically new follow it.

The eye still reflects upon changes of decoration, which are distin-
guished from those of the world of progress and the Copernican con-
sciousness. One has the impression that the ceiling no less than the
scenery are coming nearer in a very concrete way and entering into a
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new perspective. One already anticipates that new figures will also take
this stage.

Besides, no one will fail to see that in the world of facts, nihilism
approaches its final ends. When we enter into its zone, only the head
was endangered; the body, on the other hand, was still secure. Now it
is reversed. The head is on the other side of the line. Meanwhile, the
lower dynamism continues to mount, and builds toward an explosion.
We live with terrifying hordes of missiles, calculated for the indiscrimi-
nate destruction of great parts of the human race. It is no accident that
the same powers are at work here that discriminate against the soldier,
who still understands the rules of combat and the difference between
combatants and the defenseless.

Not that this process should be judged to be simply meaningless. It
does not help at all to shut one’s eyes in the face of it. It is an expression
of the worldwide civil war in which we are involved. The enormity of
powers and of means permits us to conclude that, at present, everything
is at stake. Let us add to this the common characteristic of style. All of
this points to the world state. It is no longer a question of the nation
state, nor of territorial boundaries. It is about the entire planet.

This is one of the first signs of hope. For the first time a steady,
objective purpose arises in the midst of boundless progress and its
changes. And the will to attain it is not entirely a matter of power
politics—it corresponds much more to the opinion that one hears on
every street corner, in every railway compartment.

At the same time, the opinion spreads that a third world war, even if
not inconceivable, is still not inevitable. It is not impossible that world
unity could arise through treaties. It could be promoted by the rise of a
third power, which would be conceivable in a united Europe. Too, the
upheaval could attain a degree that will lead one of the rivals to fail
within peace. Then there is the unforeseen. This urges upon all the
judgment that with enough strength of spirit, neither optimism nor des-
peration is a given.

15

What to do in such a situation? Countless persons have brooded over
this question. It is the theme of our age. It also does not lack an answer.
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On the contrary, it is the sheer variety of answers that is confusing.
Health does not arise when everyone is a doctor.

The true causes of our situation are unknown and are not illuminated
by premature clarifications. These barely touch upon its secondary
aspects. It could be that we judge too favorably. It could also be that
the proximity of the disaster to us confuses the view and that later
phases will shed more light on the epoch in its totality. That then would
be a sign that nihilism is nearing its end. Perhaps before long one will
see it in a completely different context.

In a similar way, knowledge of the remedy is limited. If we knew
one great arcanum, the situation would lose its difficulty. Rather, it
bears the mark of uncertainty, risk, fear, and every higher attempt to
master them remains an experiment. On the contrary, we can assert that
anyone who touts surefire prescriptions is either a charlatan or someone
who has not yet noticed that the writing is on the wall. Whether in the
sciences or elsewhere—this kind of assurance shows that what remains
of the nineteenth century has not yet been entirely reduced.

On the contrary, one might very well recommend types of conduct,
practical advice for negotiating the nihilistic terrain, since, in the end,
there is no lack of experience. The free man is already obligated by
reason of self-preservation to think about how he will behave in a world
where nihilism not only rules, but, what is worse, has become the norm.
That such a reflection has already become possible is the first sign of
better, clearer weather, of a view that reaches further than the domain
of powerful obsessions.

16

Regarding this perspective, it is necessary to mention something that
must seem disturbing, or even inconceivable, to one who has not
crossed these latitudes: namely, with the crossing of the equator the old
figures are no longer valid, and a new calculation must begin.

This pertains especially to the inevitability of destruction. The con-
servative posture, whose representatives are worthy of respect, often
worthy of admiration, is no longer capable of capturing and damming
up the waxing movement, as still seemed possible after World War I.
For the conservative must always rely upon areas not yet in motion,
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like the monarchy, the nobility, the army, the countryside. But when
everything is in flux, the starting point is lost. Accordingly, one sees
young conservatives defecting from static to dynamic theories: they
encounter nihilism on its own ground.

This is a sign that things since the days of the old Prussian Marwitz
have gone extremely far.14 At that time it still might have seemed that
only one granary, one barn was in flames. For widespread conflagra-
tions other measures are necessary. Here one conceives a new plan.

There is no doubt that our situation as a whole is crossing over the
critical line. With this, danger and security change. One can no longer
think how to remove one house, one single property, from the path of
the firestorm. Here no ruse, no flight can help. On the contrary—a whiff
of absurdity clings to things saved in this way, or at best something
museum-like. This also goes for intellectual matters; today it means
little if a thinker maintains his point of view through the decades. Even
development appears insufficient in these strange worlds—it is rather
metamorphosis in Ovid’s sense, mutation in the contemporary sense.

What figures are offered now to the mind that moves like a salaman-
der through a fiery world? Here it sees images that associate themselves
in an older way: it is impossible for them to stand fast, even if they lie
in Tibet. There it sees the line where all values dissolve and where pain
takes their place. Then he notices contours taking shape. They require
above all sharp eyes; they can only be like germs, or like the core of
crystals. And all these situations require another approach, which must
appear muddled and completely contradictory to whoever cannot imag-
ine both the negative and the positive side of annihilation. A Babel-
like confusion divides the intellectuals, the theme of which is the exact
location of the null point. Knowing this would certainly allow one to
know the future system of coordinates.

A perspective is even possible where the line appears as a depth
marker, as in an excavation. One penetrates to order by clearing away
the rubble of ages and razing what the fellahs built. In this respect
one sees strong minds serve the power of leveling inherent in nihilistic
methods and terminologies. Here belongs the ‘‘Philosophy with a Ham-

14. Johannes Georg von der Marwitz (1856–1929), a Prussian cavalry general
during the First World War, who commanded forces on both the Eastern and West-
ern fronts.
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mer,’’ about which Nietzsche boasted, or the title ‘‘Demolition Expert’’
that Léon Bloy had printed on his calling card.

It remains vital to know to what extent the intellect submits to the
necessary destruction and whether the march across the desert will lead
to a new well. That is the task that our age harbors. Insofar as the
solution depends on character, everyone takes a part in it. There is
therefore a question of fundamental value, to which one must submit
today’s persons, works, and organizations. It is: to what extent have
they passed over the line?

17

The confusion intimated above appears at first where one rightly sup-
poses the heart of our difficulties, namely, in matters of belief. Its sup-
position is already a progress toward something better, compared to the
total indifference of late Liberalism or worse. The catastrophes of the
Second World War have made clear to many, even to the masses, an
emptiness that they did not otherwise feel. That is the creative power
of suffering, and such attempts at healing merit particular care and
cultivation.

It lies in the nature of things that in such a situation the churches
would be the first to provide a solution. That is their office, to which
they are obligated. But immediately the question arises: how far are
they capable of offering help, or in other words, to what degree do they
still possess the means of salvation? The question is inevitable, since it
is precisely uninspected edifices that could stockpile the material for an
entrée of nihilism. Then what we described in the beginning would
arise: the drama of prayer to which nothing transcendent corresponds,
and which would then become an empty gesture, an automatic action
like all the others—even lower, since it feigns value. That is the moment
at which the rotation of a motor becomes stronger, more meaningful
than the million-fold repetition of formulaic prayers. Many, whose eyes
have been sharpened by nihilism, shrink back from such a repetition.

Posed in this way, the question does not remain in suspense long: it is
foreseen. The moment in which the line is passed brings a new turning
approach of Being, and with this, what is actual begins to shine forth.
This will even be visible to dull eyes. New celebrations will follow.
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On this side of the line, however, one cannot judge this state of
affairs. We remain in the situation of nihilistic conflict, in which it is
without doubt not only more sensible, but also more worthy to be on
the side of the Church rather than on the side that attacks it. This fact
has appeared only recently, and still appears today. After all, if canni-
balism and enthusiastic worship of the Beast have not been instituted to
the applause of the masses, we have the Church and a few soldiers to
thank for it. At times, it was quite close to happening; and already
beneath its banners their shone and shines still the splendor of Canaa-
nite celebrations. Other powers scattered, all the more quickly the more
socially and humanely they behaved. One should leave them to their
bloodless decomposition.

The further forced retreat of the churches would either abandon the
masses entirely to technical collectivization and its exploitation, or
drive them into the arms of every sectarian and charlatan, who today
play their games at every crossroad. This is the culmination of a century
of progress and two centuries of enlightenment. One even hears the
suggestion that the masses be left to their will, which drives them so
clearly toward annihilation. This would make permanent the slavery in
which millions languish and which exceeds the terrors of antiquity, but
without its illumination.

We mention all this to avoid current confusions. We must then estab-
lish that theology by no means finds itself in a condition capable of
confronting nihilism. It fights much more against the rear guard of the
Enlightenment, therefore finding itself entangled in the nihilistic
discourse.

More hopeful is the fact that individual sciences on their own are
moving toward images that are capable of a theological interpretation—
above all, astronomy, physics and biology. They appear, after their
expansion, to be approaching again a concentration, with a more
restricted, sharper and therewith perhaps also more human view, pro-
vided that one that conceives the word anew. Here one must guard
against hasty interpretations; the results speak the most. New questions
are still subjected to experiments. These also bring new answers. For
their comprehension philosophy will not be sufficient.

The lack is least perceptible where worship suffices—in the orthodox
core. It is perhaps the only thing able to cross the line without disinte-
grating, or, if it disintegrates, it brings immense change. The lack will
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appear even stronger among Protestants than among Catholics; as a
result, they will strive more energetically toward worldly activities and
wellbeing. The decision should under no circumstance be taken away
from the spiritual elites. All this leads to theological themes penetrating
more starkly into literature. In France this hails back to an old tradition.
An author’s assimilation to and demarcation from the Church forms an
unceasing conflict. The new exegesis leads to a debate between proph-
ets and high priests, which, like that between Kiekegaard and Bishop
Mynster, is repeated perpetually.15 The theological novel, dismantled
by Sterne, starts to appear again in Anglo-Saxon lands; now and again,
even the same pens that still deal with the portrayal of the overman or
with the last man devote themselves to it.

These three facts: the metaphysical discontent of the masses, the
emergence of individual sciences from the Copernican realm, and the
treatment of theological themes in world literature, are positive ele-
ments of high rank, which can justifiably be opposed either to a purely
pessimistic assessment of the situation or to an assessment in terms of
decadence. In addition there is a sort of élan, of simultaneously sober
and energetic resolve, that could not be found with such clarity after
1918. It is encountered especially where suffering was greatest, and it
distinguishes German youth. It is indeed more meaningful than victo-
ries, when after such a test one sees a return home from the ruins, from
the pockets, from captivity.16 There is no high spiritedness now, but in
its place, a renewed courage to drain the cup grows. This weakens in
the attack but gives immense forces to the resistance. They swell the
ranks of the defenseless.

18

Today, where a readiness, a will to sacrifice, and therewith substance
are manifest, the danger of meaningless waste always lies near. Exploi-

15. Jacob Peter Mynster (1775–1854) was a Danish theologian and Bishop of
Zealand, Denmark. Søren Kierkegaard attacks him in his Attack Upon
Christendom.

16. The word ‘‘pockets’’ (Kessel) alludes especially to the German army’s encir-
clement at Stalingrad.
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tation is the fundamental feature of the mechanical and automated
world. It grows insatiably, when the Leviathan appears. One must not
deceive oneself about this, when great wealth seems to gild its scales.
It is even more formidable in times of comfort. The age of the monster
state has begun, as Nietzsche foresaw.

Defeat is always deplorable. Yet it is not among those evils that lie
entirely on the dark side; it even has advantages. Among them is a
significant moral advantage, insofar as defeat excludes actions and
therefore the shared responsibility connected with them as well. In this
way a consciousness of right can grow that is superior to that of the
protagonist.

One should not waive this and other advantages, only to involve one-
self in questionable actions. Already the shadows of a new conflict fall
upon our land. The German is attractive in the eyes of his enemies, not
only because of the central location of his country, but also because of
the elementary power concealed within him. This improves his situation
and also brings new dangers. It forces him to deal from the bottom up
with the problems that only from a rough point of view are political.

The confrontation with Leviathan, which imposes itself both as exter-
nal and as internal tyrant, is the most comprehensive and universal in our
world. Two great anxieties dominate men, as nihilism culminates. One is
based upon fear of inner emptiness and compels man to manifest himself
externally at any cost—through the development of power, control of
space, and increased speed. The other works from the outside in as an
attack of a powerful world simultaneously daemonic and automated.

The indomitability of Leviathan in our time rests in this duplicity. It
is illusory; therein lies its power. The death it promises is an illusion,
and therefore more terrifying than death on the battlefield. Even robust
warriors are not equal to it; their mission does not lead them beyond
the illusions. Hence the glory of arms must grow pale, where the ulti-
mate reality, superior to appearance, is what counts.

If one succeeded in felling the Leviathan, it would still be necessary
to fill the space cleared by its fall. In such a situation however inner
emptiness, the state of unbelief, is incapable of assuming such a posi-
tion. This is why when we see an effigy of Leviathan fall, new forms
sprout like the heads of the Hydra. The emptiness demands them.

The same difficulty makes it impossible to prevent encroachments
within the state directed against the individual. One can think of situa-
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tions in which small elites would be allied, as in earlier times against
the demos, in order to break the teeth of Leviathan and damage it. Its
decline would then follow. We have experienced it. Similarly, parties
would be conceivable or even sensible that would be armed to attack
every bureaucracy that parasitically sucks the life from things. They
could be assured of a majority, even of unanimous consent; it would
change nothing. The creation of short-lived idylls would still be the best
that could be expected. New centers would then form, unless Leviathan
were simply to seize possession of easy prey from the outside, in order
to leech out their substance more powerfully even than their own des-
pots. It loves quietist ideologies and propagates them, but only along-
side others.

Things are therefore not so simple. Astonishingly, even the man on
the street sees it quite soberly; after all, he has paid the bill. The age of
ideologies, still possible after 1918, has passed; they are little more than
light greasepaint on the face of the great powers. Total mobilization has
reached a stage that surpasses even the past in its power to menace. The
German is clearly no longer its subject, and with this the danger grows
that he is understood to be its object and after finishing his obligation
is cheated of his wages.

Certainly, one cannot address this process simply by ignoring it. It
demands a political attitude, the more urgent, the more one is
defenseless—even if the political decision has been reduced and
restricted only to the choice of a patron.

In addition, the supposition arises that all this is necessary and in the
final analysis sensible. The formation of geopolitical spheres of influ-
ence and above all their increasing character of civil war indicates that
it is no longer a question of the movement of nation states, but the
preparation for a comprehensive unity, within which once more awaits
a greater protection and a free life for peoples and fatherlands.

One of the chess moves of Leviathan lies in getting the youth to
imagine that its summons is identical to that of the fatherland. In this
way it recruits the best victims.

19

The path that grants neither internal nor external security is our path.
Poet and thinker have described it more exactly, with greater awareness,
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with every new step. This is the path on which catastrophes loom ever
more clearly and ever more immensely.

In such times of distress organization is offered to men. The word
here is intended to compass its widest ambit, above all as order through
knowledge and science. Economic, technical, political simplifications
follow. It is impossible for men in this position to disdain the means
that are offered them. Much is thereby taken from them, above all the
agonizing decision, the personal choice. They also create security
within this scope of order. Admittedly the immense number of deci-
sions taken is concentrated in a few centers. With this, the danger of
universal catastrophes appears.

It is foreseeable that the curtailment of freedom will last. It is also
present when one naively imagines himself in possession of choices.
Does it make a difference whether genocidal instruments are developed
and stockpiled at the command of a tyrannical oligarchy or of a parlia-
mentary vote? Certainly, there is a difference: in the second case the
universal coercion is even clearer. Fear dominates everything, even
when it reveals itself here as tyranny and there as destiny. As long as it
rules, all is led about in an empty circle, and on their weapons rests a
sinister light.

20

The question therefore arises, whether even a restricted field of freedom
is still possible. Certainly, it is not given by remaining neutral—above
all, not by any illusion of security, which undertakes to moralize to
those standing in the arena.

Similarly, skepticism is not advisable, in particular, not any skepti-
cism that is obvious. Minds that have administered doubt and profited
from it have come a long way in the possession of power, and now
doubting them is a sacrilege. They demand for themselves, for their
doctrines, and for the Church fathers, an admiration that no emperor or
pope ever claimed for themselves. Those who do not fear torture and
forced labor can still run the chance of doubting. These will not be
many. Acting so obviously renders to Leviathan exactly the service that
suits it, for which it maintains armies of police. To recommend such
action to the oppressed, behind the safety of the microphone, is purely
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criminal. Today’s tyrants have no fear of the talking class. That may
still have been possible in the good old days of the absolute state. Much
more terrifying is the silence—the silence of millions and even the
silence of the dead, that from day to day deepens and that no drumbeats
manage to drown out, until it passes judgment. As nihilism becomes
normal, the symbols of emptiness become more terrifying than those of
power.

Freedom, however, does not dwell in emptiness, but lives much more
in the disorderly and indiscriminate, in those areas that while capable
of being organized, should not be considered organizations. Let us
name them ‘‘the wilderness’’; it is the space from which man may hope
to lead to battle, even to victory. This then is clearly no longer a roman-
tic wilderness. It is the original ground of his existence, the forest from
which he will one day break out like a lion.

There are still oases in our deserts, where the wilderness blooms.
Isaiah recognized this in a similar time of change. These are the gardens
to which Leviathan has no access, around which he circles in rage. In
the first place, there is death. Today as ever there are men who, not
fearing death, are infinitely superior to the greatest temporal power.
From this it follows that fear must be spread continuously. The despot
always lives with the terrible thought that not only the individual but
the many could rise above fear: this would be his sure downfall. Here
too is the genuine reason for bitterness against every doctrine of tran-
scendence. The greatest danger lies dormant there: that men become
fearless. There are regions of the earth where even the word ‘‘meta-
physics’’ is persecuted as heresy. It is self-evident that there, all admira-
tion for heroes and for every great human figure must be dragged
through the dust.

The second fundamental power is eros; when two individuals love,
they seize ground from Leviathan, creating a space it cannot control.
Eros will always triumph as the gods’ true messenger over all titanic
constructs. One will never fail when one stays by its side. In this con-
nection let us mention the novels of Henry Miller—in them sex is a
weapon against technology. It brings redemption from the iron chains
of the age; turning to it annihilates the world of machines. The fallacy
here lies in the fact that this annihilation is selective and must always be
increased. Sex opposes nothing, but rather corresponds to the technical
processes in the organism. On this level it is just as akin to the titanic
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as, for example, meaningless bloodshed, for the instincts are in opposi-
tion only when they drive one to love, to sacrifice. This sets us free.

Eros is also alive in friendship, which, confronted with tyranny, is
subjected to the ultimate ordeal. Here it is purified and tested, like gold
in the furnace. In times when suspicion penetrates into the family, the
individual adapts to the form of the state. He arms himself like a for-
tress, from which no signs emerge. Where a pleasantry, even forgetting
a gesture can mean death, great vigilance dominates. Thoughts and
feelings remain locked within; one even avoids wine, since it awakens
truth. In a situation like this, conversation with the trusted friend is not
only infinitely consoling, but restores and affirms the world in its free
and just measures. One single individual is a sufficient witness that
freedom has not yet disappeared; but we need that witness. Then the
powers of resistance awaken in us. Tyrants know this and seek to dis-
solve the human into the universal and the public—keeping at a dis-
tance everything unpredictable and extraordinary.

Freedom and the life of the Muses are inseparably bound together; it
blossoms where the relation between inner and outer freedom is favor-
able. The creation of the Muses, that is, the work of art, still encounters
enormous obstacles, inner and outer. This makes it even more deserv-
ing. Nothingness also sucks at the work of art, with immense power;
this makes the creative act deliberate. One is in the habit of speaking of
this as a deficiency, yet one should rather see it as the style of the times.
Today, all creations of the muses, whatever the field, conceal a powerful
dose of rationality and critical self-control—this is precisely what legit-
imates them, the sign of the time in which one recognizes their authen-
ticity. Today, naı̈vité lies in other strata than it did fifty years ago, and
what wishes to contravene the dream immediately succumbs to the
cycle of mechanical reproduction. Today, we must train the conscious
mind to be an instrument of redemption. For us it is the substance of
the inexpressible, and even with our means it can raise its images to the
rank of eternal value. Authenticity lies in limiting ourselves to what is
given to us.

The meaning of art cannot be to ignore the world in which we live—
and thus it has little serenity. Spiritual overcoming and command over
the age will not reveal itself in the fact that perfect machines crown
progress, but rather that the age gains a form in the work of art. In this
way, the age is redeemed. Now it is true that the machine can in no way
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become a work of art, but the metaphysical impulse which animates the
entire world of machines can receive in the work of art the highest
meaning and in this way introduce rest into this world. This is an impor-
tant distinction. Rest resides in form, even in the form of the worker.
When one considers the path traversed by painting in this century, one
will sense the sacrifices that are made here. One will perhaps also antic-
ipate that it leads to triumph, for which the pure cult of the beautiful
does not suffice. Besides, what is recognized as beautiful is open to
debate.

A man can scarcely be found who would allow economics to domi-
nate his garden to the point that one would not also find flowers planted
there. The instant his flowerbeds bloom, pure necessity is surpassed.
The man will have the same experience who in our order, in our states,
turns, if only for an instant, toward the work of art. It may be that
he can only approach it, as the Christian approaches the Cross, in the
catacombs. In the sphere of Leviathan not only does bad style domi-
nate; rather, an artistic person must necessarily be counted among its
most significant opponents. Persecution is the mark of the artist. On the
other hand, tyrants lavish praise upon those who enslave the spirit. They
profane the poem.

21

It is similar for the thinker in this age. He courts the same risk at the
frontiers of nothingness. It is why he understands the fear that men feel
as panic and as blind strokes of fate. At the same time he approaches
the salvation that Hölderlin sees accompanying danger.

One notes in this regard the curious symmetry that nowadays brings
the poet and the thinker into mirror-like correspondence. Poetry has
become conscious to a degree that surpasses all earlier attempts. The
light penetrates into the web of dreams and primitive myths. To this
belongs the increasing interest of woman in things of the spirit. On this
side of the line it is one of the processes of reduction; only on the other
side will it be clear whether the spirit profits from it, and in what way.
If today an intelligent alien were to appear in the world, he could con-
clude from our poetry that we must possess knowledge of x-rays, and
even of atomic processes. This was still not the case a short time ago,
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and it remains astonishing, if one thinks about it, how slowly the word
follows the path of the spirit. In this way, the sun is always rising in
language.

If in the poet language now mushrooms into the spheres of the spirit,
in the thinker it sinks its roots into the undifferentiated. These are
unmediated and complementary movements directly next to Nothing.
This style of thinking is entirely different from that of classical ages
like the baroque, where it was marked by the complete security, indeed
the sovereignty of the absolute monarch. It can no longer even make
the claim that positivism makes: that in every field in which intellect
might proceed, pure consciousness and its laws dominates. The great
tidal wave of the unknown has not only surpassed every level, but even
the highest known watermark. Certainty in things of the spirit becomes
questionable, even scandalous, like every inherited possession. Think-
ing must seek other assurances and recall other, more distant motives,
like that of the gnostics, the pre-Socratics, or the hermits who settled
in the Thebaid. New and yet very ancient leitmotifs emerge, such as
anxiety. Nevertheless it is important to grasp that this thinking at the
same time manifests distinct traits, inherited from the nineteenth cen-
tury and its science. But where then do the definite and the indefinite
meet—vagueness and precision? In many areas, as for example in
experimentation.

And in fact the experimental belongs to the character of this think-
ing. For it is in fact the style that distinguishes not only painting, not
only science, but even the existence of the individual. We seek muta-
tions, possibilities, among which life in our new era could become
possible, tolerable, even happy, perhaps. The scientific experiment
directs its questions to the material world. We all know the incredible
answers it has given that threaten the equilibrium of the world. This
equilibrium can only be restored when thinking acquires answers from
the spiritual cosmos that are superior to the material. The unique char-
acteristic of our situation permits the conclusion that these acts of
thinking must temporally precede theological propositions, even
though they are oriented by them in advance—and perhaps not only
thinking, but the trend of science in general, as a net in which other
prey are caught than the ones expected.

Moreover, it is obvious that thinking, as we have inherited it, is
insufficient for this. Nevertheless one cannot say that in thinking, as
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in general, an operation directed against the last century is carried
out—its style, and in particular, its style of knowing, is rather
extended and deepened. Admittedly, this style is also altered thereby,
indeed, perhaps it becomes enormously more powerful—as even the
onset of new material energies is based upon the learned work of our
fathers. It is less a matter of operations and methods than of the
responses of new powers. That allows us to suspect that from the start,
the methods contained goals other than the intended ones.

Now we are in virgin territory. Here certainty is slim, but with
greater hope of results. Holzwege is a beautiful, Socratic word for it.17

It explains that we find ourselves off the beaten track and within an
abundance of undifferentiated riches. As well, it embraces the possi-
bility of failure.

22

The accusation of nihilism is among the most popular today, and every-
one likes to deploy it against his opponents. It is likely that all are
justified. We should then reproach ourselves, and not linger with those
tirelessly on the search for culprits. He knows the age least who has not
experienced the immense power of Nothing in himself and has not been
tempted by it. The authentic heart: that is the center of the world of
deserts and ruins, as was once in the Thebaid. Here is the cave besieged
by demons. Here everyone stands, regardless of condition and rank, in
direct and sovereign struggle, changing the world with their victory. If
one prevails here, Nothing will recede. It will deposit treasures from
the flood along the shore. They will compensate for the sacrifice.

OVERVIEW

1. Nietzsche’s 2. and Dostoevsky’s evaluation of nihilism. 3. The opti-
mistic 4. and pessimistic judgment on nihilism. 5. Diagnoses of nihil-
ism 6. surround the Nothing in the outer belt. 7. The relation of nihilism

17. The word Holzwege (Forest Paths) is the title for the first postwar book of
Heidegger’s; see GA: 5.
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to chaos and anarchy, 8. to illness, 9. which is as untypical of it 10. as
is crime. 11. Nihilism as the condition of decline 12. and of enchant-
ment. 13. It leads back to figures and measurable conditions. 14. Nihil-
ism approaches the last goals. 15. Under its spell there are ways of
behaving, not means of salvation. 16. Within the change the question
concerning the fundamental values can be posed only at the line, at the
null meridian. 17. Attitude toward the churches 18. and Leviathan. 19.
Organization and security. 20. Oases in the wilderness. 21. Thinkers
and poets in this age. 22. The judicial power of the individual.
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